
SmartSite® VialShield closed vial 
access device: Mechanically closed 
vial adapter

Materials 

Testing on 13 mm and 20 mm devices was conducted 

using three medication vial stopper types: lyophilization 

stoppers, siliconized serum stoppers and Teflon-coated 

stoppers. These stoppers represent a cross section of 

common materials and geometries used to manufacture 

vial stoppers. Because 28 mm injection vials are less 

common, and stopper types are less varied, 28 mm 

devices were tested with a single stopper type.

In order to create worst-case test conditions, all VialShield 

CVADs and VVADs were gamma-radiation sterilized in 

excess of their maximum dose specifications. 

Testing was conducted on unaged devices, and devices 

which were accelerated heat aged to one year and three 

years equivalent.

Procedures 

Although some closed devices have attempted to 

demonstrate mechanically closed product effectiveness 

using videographic methods, such methods are not 

adequate to discern product failures due to low-volume 

or low-rate leakage. Mechanically closed evaluation of the 

SmartSite VialShield CVAD was, therefore, conducted using 

two more sensitive test methods.

For the first test, a 7.5 psi misuse test, a test vial was 

prepared by filling the vial with water (>50%), affixing 

a stopper, and crimping the stopper with a standard 

aluminum crimp seal. The SmartSite VialShield CVAD was 

attached to the vial, and a pressurized water source was 

attached to the needle-free valve of the SmartSite VialShield 

CVAD. The SmartSite VialShield CVAD and attached vial was 

exposed to 7.5 psi of pressure for a period of 15 seconds.  

A failure occurred if water leaked out of any connection on 

the SmartSite VialShield CVAD or vial/SmartSite VialShield 

CVAD interface.

The second test, an immersion/air test, was conducted 

by first attaching a SmartSite VialShield CVAD to a 

prepared, filled vial. A 60 cc syringe was then filled with 

air and injected into the needle-free valve of the SmartSite 

VialShield CVAD while the SmartSite VialShield/vial was 

immersed in water. The SmartSite VialShield CVAD/vial was 

observed for 15 seconds. A failure was any leak forming a 

stream of bubbles.

Note that the immersion/air test was only conducted on the 

20 mm variant, since the 13, 20, and 28 mm devices share 

identical geometry and components except the access spike 

and vial retention shroud.

Introduction

The SmartSite® VialShield closed vial access 

device (CVAD) is designed and constructed to be 

mechanically closed, prohibiting the escape of 

hazardous drug and vapor concentrations. 

This paper presents an overview of the methods 

and testing used to demonstrate the mechanically 

closed features of the SmartSite VialShield CVAD.
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Test device Unaged 
failures

1-year 
failures

3-year 
failures

13 mm SmartSite 
VialShield CVAD  
7.5 psi misuse

0/35 
3 stoppers

0/35 
1 stopper

In progress

20 mm SmartSite 
VialShield CVAD  
7.5 psi misuse

0/35 
3 stoppers

0/35 
1 stopper

In progress

28 mm SmartSite 
VialShield CVAD  
7.5 psi misuse

0/35 
1 stopper

0/35 
1 stopper

In progress

20 mm SmartSite 
VialShield CVAD 
immersion/air

0/153 0/153 In progress

Conclusion 

The SmartSite VialShield CVAD has passed all 

testing. The combined results demonstrate that the 

SmartSite VialShield CVAD is mechanically closed. 

Three-year data is pending.

Results


